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ABSTRAC’l 

The beating of two copropagating laser beams in a 
plasma may generate a plasma ka$e which can accelerate 
particles to very high energies. In order to obtain high electric 
fields, of the order of 1 GV/m, the plasma frequency must he 
matched to the frequency difference between the mo laser 
beams. For beat-wave espcriments using a Nd:glass laser the 
precision on the plasma density and homogeneity must be 
better than 186. New techniques for optical alignment and gas 
nuritv control have been developed for this purpose. WI, 
present results on the formation of plasmas by multiphoton 
ionization of N2, i12 and D2. We discuss thr design of an 
esp’erimenl to detect thr acceleration of electrons. 

The plasma waves created by resonantly beating two 
intense laser beams can produce ultrahigh electric fields that 
propagate with iclocitirs-close to c By phase locking charged 
particles in such a wave they may be acrf,lrrated to very higil 
energies within a short distance. 

WC illtend to perform a series of beat -wave 
experiments using a Neodymium glass laser giving the wave 
lengths h0 = 1.053 pm (YLF) and AI 7 l.OG3 vrn (YAG). These 

laser beams are to be focused to a peak 
W cm;: in a plasma of electron number 

cm ‘The matching of the driving 
frequency Au, = ‘~0 01 to the plasma frequency op, requires 
the homogenity of the plasma electron density n0 to be 
within IX. For this purpose a gas containment vessel has been 
constructed using ultra high vacuum techniques. To eliminate 
the introduction of impurity gasses, the vessel is permanently 
sealed and for this reason novel optical alignment techniques 
have been developed without the use of an alignment target. 

I GAS CON’TAINIL@m VESSEL AND ALIGNMENT METHOD 

The gas containment vessel is essentially cylindrical in 
shape, of length 1.3 m and diameter 25 cm. It is constructed 
of stainless steel type 22 CNDS 17-12 (316 L) to a high 
vacuum specification; the joints used for the diagnosis ports 
are of viton A heating system enables the temperature of the 
inner surface to be raised to about 100°C in order to reduce 
subsequent outgassing. 

A base pressure of 10m7 mbar is achieved with a 
stability better than 10m3 mbar/3 hours. The temperature of 

the fill gas can be regulated to within O.l”C by a water 
circulation system. The pressure of the fill gas is measured 
using a capacitive pressure head connected to an electronic 
readout system which compensates for temperature effects on 
the pressure measurement. The accuracy of the system is IOm3 
mbar at a pressure of 2 mbar. The temperature of the fill gas 
is measured using thermocouple devices placed at various 
positions on the vessel, giving an absolute accuracy of about 
0.3”C. 

The above conditions for pressure and temperature 
allow about 5 hours of operation before a change of fill gas is 
necessary to satisfy the required precision on the gas pressure 
of better than a few per mil at 2 mhar. 

The vacuum vessel and the alignment trchniques which 
W<’ shall now describcl, have btdtsrr tested in multiphoton 
ionisation experiments at both 1.053 cm (YLF) and 0.53 pnt 
(frequency doubled YLF). We present preliminary results for 
0.53 pm wavc~length. The plasma ft~rrn<~d h)! tht‘ laser beam is 
diagnosed by collecting the Thomson scattered light from tht, 
same beam. Two diagnostic channels each one composed of a 
spectrometer with an entrance slit of 100 pm in diameter, 
coupled with a streak camera. are placed at opposite sides of 
the gas vessel on the same optical axes, i.e at complementary 
:UlgleS. 

The focussing of ol)tical conly,onents is achieved using 
a centroid diode PIN SC/l00 from IJnited Detector 
Technology. The analogue signal from each side (1 cm long) of 
the square sensitive surface of the diode is amplified, digitised 
and fed into a micro-processor readout system. This gives the 
center of mass of an alignmt-nt laser beam with a spatial 
accuracy of about 6 urn. 

The principle of Ihc focussing technique is shown in 
Fig. 1. A small rotating quartz prism is inserted in the beam 
of a low power commercial c.w laser to give a rotating pencil 
beam of effective aperture A. Intermediate coupling lenses 
with an overall magnification of unity focus the rotating 
oencil on to the Diane of a centro’id diode. When the coupling 
bptics are defo&ssed a circular trace of the) rotating p~ncii 
beam is obtained on the diode, Focussing is achieved by 
varying the positions of the focussing lenses until a 
stationnary spot is obtained. This technique is applied for 
alignment of optical axes of the two diagnostic channels. For 
the main high power laser beam similar techniques are used : 
the rotating pencil beam is obtained from a rotating mask 
placed in the beam of a low power C.W. laser of full beam 
diameter that follows the samp optical path as the main high 
power laser beam. 

Tltc- overall process is as follow~s : a ctbntrnid diode Dl 
is placed at the image position of the plasma in an equivalent 
olane formed using a thin partially reflecting glass plate (Fig. 
i). In the diagnos<ic channel at i70” from the plasma axis, 
the alignment laser is focussed on the entrance pupil of the 
spectrometer. For this purpose a centroid diode D2 is used at 
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a position conjugate of the pupil by a removable mirror (Fig. 
3a). The focussing point at the entrance slit of the 
spectrometer acts as an effective object for subsequent 
focussing by the channel collecting optics onto the diode Dl 
defining the plasma position. The alignment of tlke diagnostic 
channel at the complementary angle is achieved using the 
transmitted rotating pencil beam directly. Focussing of this 
channel is performed using a diode D3 placed in the 
~Cjlli~i~l~Ill plane of the spectromrttzr entrance slit formed by 
the insertion of a removable mirror (Fig. 3b). With these 
methods, the main high power laser beam is focussed by an 
f/IO, 1 m focal length doublet with an accuracy of 500 pm and 
with a lateral position better than 10 pm. By changing the 
relative positions of the main focussing IPIW and the part of 
the plasma viewed by the diagnostic cl~mnels it is verified 
that the alignment method does indt=ed give the best 
intersection. 
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Figure 3a 
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II - EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS 

The experiments were performed using the neodymium 
glass laser at LULI. Cole Polytechnique. This gives laser 
pulses of eitltcr 60J. 600~s at 1.053 pm (YLF) or 20.1. 600 ps 
at 0.53 pm using a frequency doubling crystal. The laser beam 
is focussed into the gas containment vessel filled with eitller 
N2 or H2 or D2 gas at pressures of a few torr. Focussing is 
achieved using a lm focal length f/10 double1 giving a focal 
spot of about 100 pm diameter and a peak irradiance of lOI 
Wcrtim2(YLF) or 3~10~4 Wcm-2 (frequency doubled YLF). This 
results in multiphoton ionisation of thca fill gas and tllca 
[plasma formt~d is tliagllosed by collcc~tirlg th(, Thomson 
scattered light from the same laser beam. The diagnostic 
channels each consis of a spec’tromen~r hshich collects the 
light scattered by the plnsmn using intermediate roupling 
lenses of overall magnification unity and effective aperture 
f/IO. The spectrally dispersed light from the spectrometer is 
monitored using a Hadland Imacon 500 series optical streak 
camera and intensifier. The camera is fitted with either an Sl 
tube for the experiments at 1.053 pm or an 520 tube for the 
experiments at 0.53 pm. Despite the use of the optimum tube 
the camera is about 100 times more sensitive to 0.53 pm light 
and it is necessary to run the intensifier at maximum gain 
wllen using 1.053 pm light. We present preliminary results for 
0.53 pm wavelength. 

The two diagnostic channels are placed on opposite 
sides of the gas containment vessel on the same optical axis 
to give a small (IO”) and a large (170”) scattering angle. The 
channel at large angle with a scattering parameter a = l/khD 
= 0.5 (where k is the scattered wave number and AD the 
Debye length) gives spectral profiles with FWHM proportional 
to 0e where T, is the thermal electron temperature. from 
the data we find an electron temperature of the order of 15 
eV. The channel at the small angle with a scattering 
parameter c = l/khD = 5, gives spectral profiles depending on 
the electron and ion temperature and the electron number 
density of the plasma; the scattering is in the c-ollective 
regime and one expects the observed spectrum to consist of 
an ion feature plus two electron satellite peaks at t u) 
the central ion line. This permits the electron number ens)@ 
of the plasma ran be measured, 

z from 

The results for nitrogen show that multiple ionisation 
occurs (the electron number density increases with time) and 
so this gas is unsuitable for beat-wave experiments. 

By comparison with the fill gas number density which 
call be regulated to within about O.l%, data on H2 *and D2 
show clearly that the plasma is fully ionised at the start of 
the laser pulse and that the plasma density at the center of 
the laser spot decreases (Fig. 4). The averaged observed slope 
of the electron number density of the plasma is 5% for 100 ps. 
Fig. 5 shows a simulation of the hydrodynamic evolution of 
Plasma taking into account the radial ponderomotive force 
due to the laser beam and the thermal pressure of the 
Plasma. On Deuterium data with larger ion mass we observe a 
less pronounced slope. 
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III g3r\i(:l,rsroNs AND FLJTlrl~~ 

Multiplwrorl ionisatiorl of 112 and 11% is adequate f01 
plasma formarion. Ultra high vai-uurr, twhniqut5 and 
;dignrrtent metho~ls using a rotating pencil beam have been 
successfull in controlling the dtwsi~v uniforrni~y of ttlv created 
plasma. Thr; c~i~~rvc~~l hydrodynamic solution shows that an 
tlcnnogerlrous Iascr fimll. spot and short pulses (5 100 ps) are 
needed and we expert that deuterium should he hrtter dues to 
the largrr ion mass. .4nalysis of the experimtllt with the 1.053 
pm wavelength is under progress. In the future we intend to 
perform a serit~ of bent wave experiments using a 
neodymium glass laser giving the wavelengths l.O@l. ym (I.AC) 
and 1.053 pm (I1.F). The plnms wave is ri:sonantly produrcd 
with a phase velocity v such that y= (l-v2/?-1/2 = wO/U~~ - 
100. Assuming a modr~st plasma wave amplituclia 6rl!n = 1X 
we expect an accelerating field of 3 MV/cm suitable to 
acrclerate electrons. The injected electron beam we intend to 
use is produced t,y the Van de Craaff accc~lrrator of the SES! 
laboraton, at Ecole Polytechnique. The beam is essentially 
monoenergetic (E = 9 MeV and AE/E = l”/oo) when the 
terminal is at a slnl~le potential, with a DC current of 200 $L 
Tests have already been made and the electrons focussed to a 
spot less than 0.6 mm in diameter 011 an aluminium window 
of width 13, 8 and 3 pm. The scattering angle induced by the 
diffusion is Icss tllan 20 mrd for one half of the electrons and 
8 um width. This window should serve as an interface 
between the accelerator vacuum line and the gas containment 
vessel filled with D2 at a pressure of 1.7 mhar. A beam Iinc 
has been constructed using a solenoid to reduce the focal spot 
of the elrctron beam on the windo!v to be less than 100 pm 
An electron spectromrter and a new gas containment vessri 
are presently under design. 


